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A conscious break from standard solutions, Patterns redefines the way people
experience an interior and returns design to the designer.
Based on an instinctively familiar form, Patterns elevates a simple folded plane
to sophisticated design. With its broad material options and an anodized
aluminum inlay, Patterns injects a level of refinement. From sleek, low benches
and clean studio desking to architecturally intriguing workwalls and portals,
Patterns offers a new dimension to the floorplate. Use Patterns to create unique
interiors and eliminate the sea of sameness.
Studio & Partners of Milan and Haworth Design Studio created Patterns to work
in concert with the Compose® open plan system, Enclose® moveable walls and
the Planes® Collection. Creating adaptable and integrated environments has
never been easier.

Elements of Patterns
Studio Table & Desking

Architectural Workwall

Systems Workwall

Bench

File Enclosure

A Balanced Floorplate
Patterns reconciles the tradeoffs
between the efficiencies of open plan
and the effectiveness of private offices,
bringing balance to the floorplate.
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• 22" & 42" Depth
• 30.5", 42.5", 54.5", 66.5" High
• Fits 30", 36", & 42" Wide files
• Power and Data optional
• Reference Return/Top optional
     (30.5" or 42.5" High)

30" & 63" Depth
29" Height
72", 96", 120", 147", 195", 243" Widths
Power and Data optional

All Patterns elements are available
with tailored specifications up to
1/8" on width and height.

22" & 42" Depth
72", 96", 120" Widths
76.5", 92.5" Height
Portal (92.5" Height only)
Power and Data optional

22" & 42" Depth
72", 96", 120" Widths
44.5" & 60.5" Height
Reference Return/Top (44.5" High only)
Power and Data optional

22" & 30" Depth
17.5" Height
72", 96", 120" Widths
Power and Data optional

Patterns offers meaningful elements that
can be applied as a system within the
open plan, freestanding furniture within
offices, or architecture throughout the
floorplate. The elements may also be
applied minimally for punctuation,
holistically to achieve rhythm and
cadence, or used to delineate space and
provide containment with file enclosures
and workwall portals.

Patterns

Architectural
Patterns elements can echo the scale of architecture and introduce a new dimension of mass and volume within the landscape.
Establishing order throughout the floorplate, Patterns brings a visual logic to space while simultaneously smoothing the
transition from private offices to open plan. As a result, Patterns makes it easy to develop strong visual relationships and striking
spatial compositions throughout an interior.

Redefining

Integration

Applied minimally for punctuation or used to achieve
rhythm throughout, each Patterns element helps redefine
the floorplate. The Systems Workwall creates visual order
by naturally supporting and defining work areas. File
Enclosures delineate groups while supporting storage
needs. Architectural Workwalls provide a sense of enclosure
— inherently communicating degrees of status while
establishing a sense of permanence.

Patterns integrates with the surrounding interior landscape,
easing the visual gap that often occurs between architecture
and furniture. This relationship is even more powerful when
Patterns is used in combination with the Compose system,
Enclose walls, and Planes tables. This intelligent integration
is achieved through shared design, research, technology, and
material strategy — resulting in products that are great alone,
but even better when used together.
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